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SUMMARY
1. Employing a primary cell culture system and intracellular microelectrodes, we
quantitated and compared the Na+ and Cl- pathways in apical membranes of normal
and cystic fibrosis (CF) human airway epithelia.
2. Like the transepithelial difference (PD) in situ, the PD ofCF epithelia in culture
(-27+4 mV, mean+S.E.M.; n = 28) exceeded the PD of normal epithelia
(-10+1 mV; n = 22). The raised PD principally reflected an increase in the rate of
active transport (equivalent short circuit, Ieq) for CF epithelia (61 + 9 ,tA cm-2) as
compared with normal epithelia (23 + 3 ,uA cm-2). No significant differences in
transepithelial resistance were detected.
3. As indicated by ion replacement studies (gluconate for Cl), the apical
membrane of normal cells exhibits an apical membrane Cl- conductance (Gc1) that
can be activated by isoprenaline. CF cells do not exhibit an apical membrane GC1,
nor can a GC1 be activated by isoprenaline.
4. CF cells exhibited a larger amiloride-sensitive Ieq and amiloride-sensitive apical
membrane conductance (GNa) than normal cells. Further, the amiloride-sensitive Ieq
was increased by isoprenaline in CF but not normal airway epithelia.
5. Equivalent circuit analysis yielded evidence for a more positive electromotive
force (EMF) across the apical membrane and a more negative EMF across the
basolateral membrane of CF cells as compared with normal cells. Baseline resistances
of the apical (Ra) and basolateral (Rb) membranes did not differ for normal and CF
cells.
6. Estimates of the resistance of the paracellular path to ion flow (R.) by
equivalent circuit analysis or ion substitution detected no differences in R. between
CF and normal cells.
7. We conclude that abnormalities in both cellular Cl- permeability (reduced) and
Na+ permeability (increased) are characteristic of the cultured CF respiratory
epithelial cell. These data suggest that a defect in the regulation of apical membrane
permeabilities is a central feature of this disease.
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INTRODUCTION
In vivo and in vitro studies of respiratory (Knowles, Gatzy & Boucher, 1981, 1983 a)
and sweat ductal (Quinton & Bijman, 1983) epithelia from patients with cystic
fibrosis (CF) have shown that transepithelial ion transport is abnormal. Trans-
epithelial bioelectrical properties and ion flux studies of excised nasal epithelium
demonstrated that the Cl- permeability is reduced (Knowles et al. 1983a; Knowles,
Stutts, Spock, Fischer, Gatzy & Boucher, 1983 b). More recent data from isotopic flux
studies indicated that the rate of active Na+ absorption is increased in CF patients
and that this transport process is accelerated by exposure to a f8-agonist (Boucher,
Stutts, Knowles, Cantley & Gatzy, 1986). The results of intracellular microelectrode
studies of freshly excised tissue have demonstrated that the electrodiffusive Cl-
permeability of the apical membrane of CF nasal epithelial cells is small or absent
and that the apical membrane electrodiffusive Na+ permeability is increased (Cotton,
Stutts, Knowles, Gatzy & Boucher, 1987).
A persistent difficulty in the interpretation of studies of freshly excised material
from CF subjects has been to establish whether a defect is specific for the disease or
reflects the confounding effects of in situ inflammation and/or chronic disease.
Evidence has accumulated from conventional electrophysiological (Yankaskas,
Gatzy & Boucher, 1985b; Widdicombe, Welsh & Finkbeiner, 1985), patch clamp
(Frizzell, Rechkemmer & Shoemaker, 1986; Welsh & Liedtke, 1986), and isotopic
(Stutts, Cotton, Yankaskas, Cheng, Knowles, Gatzy & Boucher, 1985) techniques
that a defect in cell Cl- permeability persists in cultured cells. However, parallel
experiments that focus on the Na+ transport path of cultured CF and normal cells
have not been reported. Therefore, in the present series of experiments we sought to
test whether defects in both Cl- and Na+ transport were retained in CF cells in
culture and to determine the contribution of altered apical membrane ionic
permeabilities to the transport abnormalities observed in CF cells.
To accomplish these goals, we have taken advantage of recent advances in the
technique of growing nasal epithelial cells on collagen matrices (Yankaskas, Cotton,
Knowles, Gatzy & Boucher, 1985 a; Steele, Preston, Johnson & Handler, 1986) and
have systematically compared the transport properties of CF and normal cells
cultured under identical conditions. With transepithelial techniques, we quantified
basal ion transport rates, and with the use of pharmacological agents, provided a
tentative identification of the species of ions transported. With intracellular
microelectrode techniques, the contribution of the apical membrane of the
respiratory epithelial cell to the transport abnormalities was estimated by
determining the relative and absolute Cl- and Na+ permeabilities of this barrier in CF




Tissues were obtained from twenty-five normal subjects (31 +4 years) and thirty-three CF
patients (14+2 years). The normal subjects took no regular medication whereas CF patients
received oral antibiotics and pancreatic enzyme replacement. Most CF specimens were obtained
from CF centres and were sent to Chapel Hill in chilled (4 °C) modified Eagle's medium (MEM) with
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protease (see below) via overnight carriers. All procedures were approved by the University of
North Carolina Committee for the Protection of the Rights of Human Subjects and comparable
committees at co-operating institutions.
Collagen matrices and supports
The collagen matrices and supports were constructed according to the techniques described by
Steele et al. (1986). In brief, 3 ml of bovine skin collagen (Cooper) was poured onto a glass plate and
allowed to dry as a sheet. The collagen was exposed to 3 5% NH40H for 25 min, washed with
distilled water, and exposed to 2-5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 10 min.
The sheet was washed in distilled water and stored in 70% ethanol. A polycarbonate plastic disc
with a 6-3 mm diameter hole drilled in the centre was affixed with chloroform to one end of a
10 mm length of 25 mm inner diameter polyearbonate tubing to form a cup. The cup was elevated
2 mm by three polyearbonate 'feet' attached to the bottom. A collagen sheet was glued to the
undersurface of the polycarbonate disc with collagen. These collagen matrix supports were stored
in 70 o ethanol at 4 °C.
Cell isolation, seeding and maintenance
Specimens were obtained in the operating room and placed in chilled (4 °C) modified Eagle's
medium (MEM) with 01 % protease (Sigma Type XIV) for 16-40 h. Ten per cent (v/v) fetal bovine
serum (FBS) was added to neutralize the protease and cells were detached by mild agitation. The
detached cells were filtered through 60 ,um Nitex mesh, centrifuged (800 g, 6 min), and washed with
MEM plus 10% FBS. After a second centrifugation (800 g, 3 min), the cells were re-suspended in
F-12 medium that contained six hormones and growth factors, (F-12,6X) in concentrations as
reported by Wu, Yankaskas, Cheng, Knowles & Boucher (1985) at a final cell density of 1 x 106
cells ml-1 (early experiments) or 6 x 106 cells ml-1 (later experiments). One millilitre of the low cell
density or 50 ,ul of the high cell density suspension was plated on the collagen membrane support
(CMS) and the support was housed in a six-well container (Co-Star) with 2 ml F-12,6X in the outer
Co-Star well. Typically four preparations per specimen were prepared. The cells on the CMS were
incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2, 95% air, 98% relative humidity in a tissue culture incubator (Queue,
Model 2220) for 24 h to allow cell attachment. The culture was then washed three times in F-12
media and placed in the maintenance media (F-12,6X). The cells on the membrane were fed daily
with 5 ml of F-12,6X media (2 ml in the cup, 3 ml in the Co-Star well) for the first five days
following which membranes were fed daily with 5 ml of a 1:1 mixture of F-12,6X and 3T3
fibroblast conditioned media that had a final concentration of 1 % FBS (Yankaskas et al. 1985).
After cell confluence was achieved (typically day 3-4), transepithelial PDs were measured daily as
previously described (Yankaskas et al. 1985).
Solutions, drugs, and microelectrodes
Each litre of Krebs bicarbonate Ringer solution (KBR) contained (in mM): NaCl, 122;
NaHCO3, 22; KHCO3, 3; K2HPO4, 2-4; KH2PO4, 04; CaCl2, 1-5; and glucose, 5. Low-Cl- Ringer
solution (3 mM) was prepared by replacing NaCl by sodium gluconate. Isoprenaline bitartrate was
obtained from Sigma Chemical Company, and amiloride was a gift of Merck, Sharpe and
Dohme.
Micropipettes were prepared from borosilicate glass (1-0 mm o.d., 0 5 mm i.d.; World Precision
Instruments (WPI)) with a vertical pipette puller (David Kopf Instruments). The pipettes were
filled with 4 M-potassium acetate and had resistances (immersed in KBR) of 15-40 MQ.
Electrical measurements
The cell culture cup was placed inside a lucite chamber and two glass pipettes were placed in the
inner (luminal) compartment and two in the outer (serosal) compartments. One pipette of each pair
delivered solution at - 10 ml min-1 and the other continuously removed solution so that a
constanit fluid level was maintained in both compartments. The perfusate was warmed to
35-38 °C by a heated water jacket.
Transepithelial potential difference (V1) was measured between two 3 M-KCl-agar bridges
positioned near the apical and serosal tissue surfaces. The bridges were connected to a high
impedance electrometer (Model F4, WPI) via calomel half-cells. A microelectrode was connected
to a high-impedance electrometer (Model 707, WPI) and placed in the luminal solution. The serosal
bridge served as a common ground for both the macroelectrode and the microelectrode for most
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studies. For some subsequent studies of amiloride, the mucosal solution was referenced as ground.
The apical cell membrane was impaled with a microelectrode that was fixed to either a manual
micromanipulator (Narishige) or a hydraulic micromanipulator (Narishige). Transepithelial voltage
(Vt) and the voltage across the basolateral cell membrane ('Vb) were monitored with a dual-channel
oscilloscope (Model RS103N, Tektronix) and continuously recorded by a dual-channel chart
recorder (Model 1202, Linear Instrument Corporation). Apical membrane voltage (Va) was calcu-
lated as the difference between Vb and Vt. Transepithelial constant current pulses (5-40 ,uA cm-2) of
500 ms duration were passed at 5 (or 6) s intervals through Ag-AgCl electrodes and KBR-agar
bridges. The transepithelial resistance (Rt) was calculated from the change in Vt produced by a
current pulse. The fractional resistance of the apical membrane (fRa) was calculated from:
Ra AJV.
fRa Ra+ Rb AVt
where AV. and AVt are the voltage deflections produced by a current pulse and R. and Rb are the
resistances of the apical and basolateral membranes, respectively. The resistance of the bathing
solution between the electrodes was subtracted from all calculations. The equivalent short-circuit
current (Ieq) was calculated from the transepithelial resistance (Rt) and the spontaneous open-
circuit transepithelial voltage (Ieq = Vt/Rt). Since the current-voltage relationship is linear over the
range of voltages measured in this study and showed no time-dependent properties, the Ieq, as
calculated above, represents the net current associated with active ion flow when Vt = 0 mV.
Experimental protocol and data analysis
Acceptance of an impalement required that each of the following criteria be met: (1) a sharp
voltage deflection; (2) a stable membrane voltage (± 2 mV) for at least 60 s; and (3) a return of
the potential to within 2 mV of the pre-impalement value upon withdrawal of the microelectrode
from the cell.
Cell cultures were perfused for at least 15 min before impalements were made and a series of
control impalements (three to eight) were made with the cell culture bathed on both sides by KBR.
In the initial series of studies, an extended sequential series of ion substitution and drug exposure
studies were performed. The experimental protocol was: control, low-luminal Cl-, control, luminal
amiloride (10-4 M), luminal amiloride-low Cl-, luminal amiloride-isoprenaline (10-s M), and
luminal amiloride-isoprenaline-low Cl-. Typically a stable impalement was obtained and then the
luminal bathing solution was changed to low-Cl- Ringer solution until steady-state values were
achieved (- 5-10 min). To study the effects of amiloride or isoprenaline, a cell was impaled and
the effects of either short pulses (30 s) or continuous luminal exposure (5 min) to the drug was
examined.
Other protocols were also employed. These studies included: (1) the response over an extended
time (30 min) to exposure to isoprenaline or vehicle without prior amiloride exposure; (2) the
effects of bumetanide (10-4 M, submucosal, 10 min) with or without prior amiloride exposure; and
(3) studies of luminal amiloride (10-4 M) exposure (typically 5 min) for estimation of Na+ transport
rates and equivalent circuit analyses.
Circuit analysis and calculation of membrane resistances
The results were evaluated according to the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 1. The resistances
of the apical (R.) and basolateral (Rb) membranes and the paracellular pathway (R,) were
calculated according to a method described for toad urinary bladder epithelium by Reuss & Finn
(1974). Briefly, amiloride was added to the tissue while transepithelial resistance (Rt) and the ratio
of cell membrane resistances (Ra/Rb) were measured at 5 or 6 s intervals. If amiloride alters only
apical membrane resistance, then values for R., Rb and Ra before and after drug exposure may be
calculated:
R Rt Rt,(a'-a) ((1)Rt(a'+1)-Rt(a =- )
Rb Rt Rs (2)b (R -Rt)(a+ 1)'
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where Rt, Ra, Rb and R. represent the transepithelial resistance, apical membrane resistance,
basolateral membrane resistance, and paracellular resistance, respectively, and 'a' is the apparent
ratio of membrane resistances (a = AVa/AVb), when a transepithelial current pulse is applied. The
primes denote values obtained after exposure to amiloride.
We also attempted to estimate R8 empirically by increasing the resistance of the apical cell
membrane (R.). This was achieved by exposure to amiloride (to block electrodiffusive Na+









Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit for respiratory epithelium. Each element is represented by a
Thevenin equivalent, i.e. an equivalent electromotive force (E) in series with an
equivalent resistance (R). M and S denote mucosal and submucosal bathing solutions,
respectively. Subscripts a, b, and s refer to apical membrane, basolateral membrane, and
paracellular pathway, respectively. E8 was assumed to be zero when the tissue was bathed
on both sides by identical solutions and, consequently, this element is not depicted.
Cell membrane equivalent electromotive forces (EMFs) were calculated from measurements of
membrane potentials and resistances. E. (paracellular EMF) was assumed to be zero when the
tissue was bathed on both sides by identical solutions. Apical and basolateral equivalent
electromotive forces (Ea and Eb, respectively) are given by:
Ea = Va-Vt(Ra/Rs),




All preparations (i.e. individual CMS dishes) from each patient specimen were monitored daily
for the development of a maximal potential difference as reported previously (Yankaskas et al.
1985). Within 1 day of the maximal PD, the one or two preparations with the highest PDs of the
four plated from a patient specimen were employed for these studies. The baseline bioelectrical
data were analysed with regard to: (1) all preparations studied and (2) the mean value for all
preparations studied per patient specimen. The results were similar (see Table 1); therefore, the
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Fig. 2. Histograms depicting values for basolateral membrane electrical potential (Vb)
from baseline impalements (six to eight per preparation) for all normal (A) and all CF (B)
preparations in this study.
subsequent data reflect those for all specimens studied. Baseline bioelectrical parameters for CF
and normal cultures were compared by t tests for independent means. The effects of ion
replacement and/or exposure to pharmacological agents were evaluated during continuous cellular
impalements. The changes were evaluated for statistical significance by paired t test analysis.
Changes induced by each manoeuvre for CF and control cultures were compared with t tests for




A total of thirty-six cell cultures from twenty-two normal patients and forty-three
cell cultures from twenty-eight CF patients were studied. Five specimens from CF
subjects and three from normal subjects failed to yield confluent monolayers, as
82
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determined optically, because of infection or failure of cell proliferation and were not
studied.
Basal properties of CF and normal cells bathed on both sides by KBR are
presented in Table 1. The data are presented as mean values per patient and as the
mean of all preparations studied. As shown in Table 1, the transepithelial potential
difference is approximately threefold higher in CF cultures than normal cultures. The
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Fig. 3. Histograms depicting values for apical membrane electrical potential (V.) from
baseline impalements (six to eight per preparation) for all normal (A) and all CF (B)
preparations in this study.
Cell impalements were easily obtained and were usually stable for 10-15 min.
Figure 2 is a histogram of the voltage across basolateral (Vb) membranes for normal
(A) and CF (B) cell cultures. The unimodal distribution of Vb suggests that: (1) all
impalements were into a single cell type; or (2) different cell types generate the same
basolateral voltage; and/or (3) all the cells in the epithelium are electrically coupled.
The distribution of apical membrane voltages (Fig. 3) was broader, particularly for
CF (Fig. 3B). However, the broad range resulted from large variations from culture
to culture, since within a single culture the distribution of Va was narrow and
unimodal.
The baseline values for apical and basolateral membrane voltages and the
fractional apical resistance (fRa) are presented in Table 1. The basolateral membrane
voltage (Vb) was similar in CF (-44+2 mV) and normal cell cultures (-39+ 2 mV).
The apical membrane voltage (Va) was significantly depolarized in CF (-13 + 3 mV)
as compared with normal cell cultures (-27+2 mV) under control conditions. A
linear relationship was observed between V. and Vt in CF; if Vt exceeded -40 mV, a
'positive voltage step' was typically measured across the apical membrane (i.e. cell
interior was positive relative to the luminal solution). Vb was independent of Vt for
both normal and CF cultures. The values for transepithelial resistance (Rt) were
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Fig. 4. Effects of reducing mucosal Cl- concentration on transepithelial potential and
resistance, and membrane potentials. Vt corresponds to transepithelial potential. Vb and
V. correspond to basolateral and apical membrane potentials, respectively. The values for
V. were calculated at approximately 10-20 s intervals from the values of Vt and Vb.
Vertical deflections were produced by transepithelial constant-current pulses of 05 s
duration. Mucosal Cl- concentration was reduced from 125 to 3 mm during the interval
designated as 'low Cl-'. A, cultured normal nasal epithelial cells. B, cultured cystic
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similar in normal and CF cell cultures; however, fRa was higher in CF (0 60 +0 02)
than normal (0-51 + 002) cell cultures (Table 1).
Studies of apical membrane Cl- permeability
Reduced luminal [Cl]. The response to a decrease of luminal Cl- concentration
from 125 to 3 mm (replacement with gluconate) was examined in nine normal and
nine CF cell cultures. An example of the response to low luminal Cl- in normal and
CF cultures is illustrated in Fig. 4. Steady-state values (- 1 min) from continuous
impalements during the solution change are presented in Table 2. The decrease in
luminal Cl- concentration induced a 9 mV hyperpolarization of Vt in normal cultures
and no change in Vt of CF cultures. The apical membrane voltage (Va) was
depolarized by 12 mV in normal cell cultures and fRa increased. The basolateral
membrane voltage (Vb) was not routinely affected by this manoeuvre. Va and Vb were
unchanged in CF cell cultures; however, a small increase in fRa was noted. An
increase in Rt was observed in both normal and CF cell cultures.
The response of normal cell cultures (depolarization of Va, hyperpolarization of
Vt, an increase in Rt and fRa) is compatible with an electrodiffusive Cl- pathway
across the apical membrane of these cells. The failure to observe comparable voltage
changes in CF cell cultures suggests that an electrodiffusive pathway for Cl- is
reduced or absent in the apical membrane of these cells. The small increase in Vt
noted in CF cultures may reflect a bi-ionic potential developed in the paracellular
path in response to the asymmetric solutions. The small increase in Rt in CF cells also
may be a consequence of smaller ion flow through the paracellular path due to
replacement of Cl- with an anion (gluconate) of lower free solution mobility.
Luminal [Cl-] reduction in the presence of amiloride. Failure to detect an
electrodiffusive Cl- pathway in the apical membrane of CF cells could be a
consequence of: (1) depolarization of the resting apical membrane voltage (voltage-
sensitive Cl- channel), or (2) a small Cl- conductance relative to other ionic
conductances (e.g. Na+). Accordingly, the apical Na+ conductance was reduced by
exposure of the preparations to amiloride, and Cl- replacement studies were
repeated. Representative responses for normal and CF cultures are presented in Fig.
5 and the results for all cultures are summarized in Table 3. In spite of the large
increase infRa and a hyperpolarization of Va induced by amiloride in CF cultures, the
response to a decrease in luminal [Cl-] was similar to that observed in the absence of
amiloride.
Response to isoprenaline in amiloride pre-treated cultures. f8-Adrenergic agonists
have been shown to increase or to induce net Cl- secretion in a variety of Cl--
secreting epithelia [e.g. corneal epithelium (Nagel & Reinach, 1980), shark rectal
gland (Silva, Stolif, Field, Fine, Forrest & Epstein, 1977), and canine tracheal
epithelium (Al-Bazzazz & Cheng, 1979)]. This response has been attributed to a
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cyclic AMP)-mediated increase in apical mem-
brane Cl- permeability. Amiloride (10' M) was added to cultures to block apical
membrane Na+ conductance and then isoprenaline (10-6 M) was added to the
submucosal bathing solution. The representative traces are presented in Fig. 6 and
the steady-state values are summarized in Table 4. There were no significant changes
induced by isoprenaline in CF cultures pre-treated with amiloride (Table 4). In
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cultures from normal subjects, isoprenaline in the presence of amiloride, induced a
hyperpolarization of Vt and a depolarization of Va and Vb. In addition, both Rt and
fRa were reduced significantly by isoprenaline, whereas Ieq was increased. These
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Fig. 5. Effects of reducing mucosal Cl- concentration in cultures pre-treated with
amiloride. Cells were exposed to amiloride (10-4 M) in the mucosal bathing solution.
Abbreviations as in Fig. 4. A, normal cell cultures. B, cystic fibrosis cell cultures.
membrane Cl- conductance in normal (Welsh, Smith & Frizzell, 1982; Shorofsky,
Field & Fozzard, 1983), but not CF cell cultures.
Low luminal [C1-] in the presence of isoprenaline and amiloride. The response to a
decrease in luminal [Cl-], in the presence of amiloride and isoprenaline, was
examined in six normal cell cultures and in five CF cell cultures. Figure 7 illustrates
the responses of a CF and a normal cell culture, and the results for all cultures studied
are summarized in Table 5. This manoeuvre induced a small transepithelial
hyperpolarization and an increase in Rt in CF cells, but apical and basolateral
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5 -60
IRinger + Ringer + amiloride
Iamiloridel + isoprenaline
Fig. 6. Effects of isoproterenol on cultures pre-treated with amiloride. Cells were exposed
to amiloride (10-' M) in the mucosal bathing solution. Isoprenaline (10-6 M) was added to
the submucosal bathing solution. Abbreviations as in Fig. 4. A, normal cell cultures. B,
cystic fibrosis cell cultures.
cells was similar to that shown in Tables 2 and 3. However, the hyperpolarization of
Vt, depolarization of Va, and the increase in fRa induced by low luminal [CL-] were
greater in normal cell cultures pre-treated with both drugs compared to normal cells
pre-treated with only amiloride (Table 3) or not pre-treated (Table 2). The traces
depicted in Fig. 7 may be compared directly to the traces in Fig. 5, since they
represent the same cell preparations before and after addition of isoprenaline. It is
clear that the changes in Va, Vt and fRa induced by a decrease in luminal [Cl-] in
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Fig. 7. Effects of reducing mucosal Cl concentration in cultures pre-treated with
amiloride and isoprenaline. Cells were exposed to amiloride (w10im) and isoprenaline
(10-4 M) in the mucosal and submucosal bathing solutions, respectively. Mucosal Cl
concentration was reduced from 125mad to 3 mm. Abbreviations as in Fig. 4. A, normal
cell cultures. B, cystic fibrosis cell cultures.
normal cells after isoprenaline (Fig. 7 A) are greater than the changes before
isoprenaline. In contrast, the corresponding traces for CF cell cultures (Figs 5B and
7 B) are virtually identical.
Studies of the Na+ transport path
Response to luminal amiloride. The response to superfusion with luminal amiloride
(10-4 M) was examined in twenty-eight normal and thirty-one CF cell cultures. An
example of the response of normal and CF cell cultures is illustrated in Fig. 8 and the
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steady-state values are presented in Table 6. In preparations from both cell types,
amiloride induced a rapid transepithelial depolarization, a hyperpolarization of V.,
and a decrease in Ieq* However, there were large quantitative differences between the
responses ofnormal and CF cell cultures. Vt of normal cells was reduced by only 56 %,
whereas Vt of CF cells was decreased by 95%. Similarly, leq decreased by 61% in
normal but decreased by 96 % in CF cell cultures despite the higher basal Ieq. The
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Fig. 8. Tracings of response of normal (A) and CF (B) cultures to exposure to amiloride
(10-4 M, luminal). Note in these tracings Va was monitored directly.
amiloride, Rt was significantly different in CF and normal cultures. Both the
increases in V. and fractional apical resistance were larger in CF than in normal cell
cultures. Vb increased slightly in both groups.
The residual current after amiloride in freshly excised normal nasal tissue reflects
the induction of Cl- secretion (Knowles et al. 1983 a; Boucher et al. 1986). We tested
this notion in the cultured cells by exposing amiloride-pre-treated preparations to
bumetanide (10-4 M) for 10 min in the serosal bath. Bumetanide, an inhibitor of
Cl- secretion in respiratory tissues (Widdicombe, Nathanson & Highland, 1983),
inhibited a fraction of the residual Ieq of normal cultures: Ieq' pre-bumetanide =
9-3 + 2-2 ,tA cm-2; Ieq, post-bumetanide = 4-5 + 1-9 ,uA cm-2; AIeq = 4-8 + 0-7 ,tA
cm-2 , n = 4). As might be expected because of the absence of a residual current in CF,
bumetanide was without effect on amiloride-pre-treated CF cells. Bumetanide
exposure without amiloride pre-treatment was without significant effect on Ieq in
either CF or normal cells: Normals-Ieq' pre = 295 +19,Acm2, Ieq post
26 6+18 1 #A cm-2, AJeq = 2-9±+18 iA cm-2, n=6; CF-Ieq, pre=44-2+11,tA
cm-2, 'eq post = 463+ 10-2 ,tA cm-2, AIeq = 2-1 + 1-2 ,tA cm-2, n = 6.
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Response to isoprenaline without amiloride pre-treatment. Previous studies of freshly
excised tiasal epithelium have demonstrated that the response to isoprenaline differs
in normal and CF tissues (Cotton et al. 1987). Isoprenaline induces a rapid (< 2 min)
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Fig. 0. Effect of cumulative additions of isoprenaline (10-6 M, *) or vehicle (l) and
amiloride (10-4 M) on equivalent short-circuit current (I,,) of normal (A) or CF (B)
preparations. The number of preparations employed for the drug exposure protocols was
six and seven for normal and CF, respectively. Four and eight preparations were
employed for the vehicle (time-control) protocols for normal and CF, respectively.
Asterisks denote value significantly different from 0 time point. Each point reflects the
mean + S.E.M.
et al. 1986). In contrast, isoprenaline induces a slow (20-30 min) increase in short-
circuit cuirrent and net Na+ absorption in CF tissues. The response of CF tissues, but
not normal tissues, to isoprenaline was prevented by pre-treatment with amiloride.
Consequently, we examined the effect of isoprenaline (without amiloride) on Ieq of
normal and CF cell cultures. After a 10 min period for equilibration, preparations
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shown in Fig. 9. A small but relatively rapid (peak at 2-5 min) increase in Ieq was
noted in normal cultures. This response was associated with a decrease in Va, fRa, and
Rt (data not shown). In contrast, the Ieq response to isoprenaline in CF cultures was
slower, with the maximal response attained at 20 min. Comparison of Va, fRa, and
Vt in CF cultures showed no detectable change at 20 min as compared to baseline.
However, due to the slow time course for the action of isoprenaline in CF cells, it is
unlikely that small changes in Va and fRa could be detected. Rt decreased by a small
amount (- 8%) in both CF and normal cells.
TABLE 7. Estimates from equivalent circuit analysis of baseline resistances of apical (Ra),
basolateral (Rb) and shunt (Rs) paths, the apical membrane after amiloride (Ra') and the
electromotive forces of apical (Ea) and basolateral (Eb) membranes
N Ra Rb Rs Ra Ea Eb
(Q cm2) (mV)
Normal 15 483+46 578+ 101 895+99 605+ 112 -21-5+3-5 -46-7+4-4
Cystic 18 735+ 130 376+64 987+285 2153+370* +2.8+4.3* -62-3+5-2*
fibrosis
* Different from normal (P < 0-05). Data are given as mean + S.E.M.
Equivalent circuit analysis
The resistance values for apical and basolateral cell membranes and for the shunt
were calculated from changes in Rt and Ra/Rb induced by amiloride in all
preparations where technically adequate continuous impalements were obtained
during drug exposure (Table 7). Analyses that yielded parameters that were negative
or were subject to large variability over time were not included in the tabulation.
Typically, tissues that exhibited parameter variability were tissues that exhibited
small changes in Rt or Ra/Rb in response to amiloride, making measurement of
changes inaccurate. A relatively small number of tissues (two of twenty for CF; four
of nineteen for normal) were excluded from analysis on these criteria.
The apical membrane resistance (Ra) ofCF cell cultures tended to be greater in the
basal state than that of normal cell cultures, but the apical membrane resistance of
CF only became significantly greater than normals after amiloride (Ra'). Basolateral
(Rb) and shunt (RB) resistances were similar in CF and normal cells. The Ea of the CF
apical membrane was significantly depolarized as compared with normal apical
membrane whereas Eb was significantly hyperpolarized.
If the baseline Ra and the apical resistance after amiloride (Ra') are converted to
apical membrane conductance before (Ga) and after (Ga') amiloride, respectively, then
the amiloride-sensitive apical membrane conductance can be calculated for normal
and CF cell cultures. The relationship between the basal Ieq and amiloride-sensitive
Ga is illustrated in Fig. 10 for CF and normal cell cultures. In both CF and normal
cultures a direct relationship is noted between these parameters. The mean
amiloride-sensitive apical conductance is larger in CF (0-95+0-12 mS cm-2, n = 18)
than in normal (0-48+0-06 mS cm-2, n = 15) cells.
Several approaches were taken to evaluate the validity of the equivalent circuit
analysis used in these cell cultures. First, we analysed all parameters for the first
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42 s after amiloride exposure. The results of a pulse-by-pulse analysis demonstrated
that the values for R., Rb, and Ra were constant after the first pulse (i.e. between
- 12 and 42 s) for both normal and CF cell cultures. The values calculated from the
first pulse after addition of amiloride tended to be highly variable. This may reflect
the slow mixing in the chamber since neither the voltage nor the Ieq was usually
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Fig. 10. Relationship between amiloride-sensitive apical conductance and Ieq for
normal (A) and CF (B) tissues.
associated with the measurement of the voltage defections induced by the constant-
current pulses are relatively greater for the first pulse than for later pulses, since the
amiloride-induced increase in Ra in normals is small, and since Vt and Va are changing
rapidly at this time. The fact that the calculated value for RS remains constant after
the first pulse suggests that the initial effect of amiloride is to increase Ra, and that
secondary changes in Rb and R. are likely to be small initially.
Second, in four normal cell cultures we were able to compare equivalent circuit
calculations from both the response to amiloride (which should increase Ra), and then
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subsequently the response to isoprenaline in the continued presence of amiloride
(which should decrease Ra). The values for Rb and R,, calculated from the response
to amiloride or isoprenaline, were not significantly different. Although this
comparison could be made in only four cultures (since the isoprenaline response was
small and variable), the results suggest that there are no major effects of amiloride
on Rb and Rs. This approach could not be used in CF cell cultures since isoprenaline
did not induce significant changes in membrane resistance within the first few
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Fig. 11. Comparison of estimates of paracellular resistance derived from equivalent circuit
analysis (R.) and empirical estimate of R. (R,.) derived from removal of the bathing
solution Cl- and exposure to amiloride in the same tissues. Data from normal tissues (El)
and CF tissues (-) are shown. The line graphed is the line of identity.
Third, in seven normal and six CF cell cultures, we compared the values of Rs
calculated from circuit analysis with values of 'Rse' (RshUtempiric) derived from
measurement of Rt under conditions designed to reduce the conductance of the
cellular pathway (amiloride and low Cl-). According to the equivalent circuit
diagram shown in Fig. 1,
Rt Rs Ra+ Rb'
Therefore, if either Ra or Rb tends toward infinity, Rt = RB We do not know to what
extent Ra or Rb are increased by removal of Cl- and addition of amiloride. However,
as illustrated in Fig. 11, the individual values for RB and Rse deviate only slightly
from the line of identity over a wide range of values.
DISCUSSION
Previous in vivo (Knowles et al. 1981, 1983a) and in vitro (Knowles et al. 1983b;
Cotton et al. 1987) studies have suggested an abnormal pattern of Na+ and Cl-
PHY 405
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transport and apical membrane ion permselectivity in CF respiratory epithelia. In
this study we characterized the electrical properties of cultured human nasal
epithelial cells to ascertain if abnormal Na+ and Cl- transport persisted in culture
and whether these defects reflected, at least in part, abnormalities of the apical
barrier.
A detailed description of attachment efficiency, transepithelial resistance, the time
course for development of transepithelial PD, and morphology of cells grown in this
culture system was provided previously (Yankaskas et al. 1985a). It should be
emphasized that CF and normal cells were cultured under identical conditions and
the time to reach confluence after cell plating and the time required to develop the
peak transepithelial PD did not differ for CF and normal cells.
When the cultures were bathed on both sides by KBR, the mean values for Vt were
2-3 times greater in CF than normal cells (Table 1). Both the absolute values for the
transepithelial PD and the relative increase in the PD of CF cultures over control
closely parallel those values observed in vivo (Knowles et al. 1981), indicating that
our cell culture techniques are adequate for quantitative comparison of CF and
normal cell physiology. As recently reported from studies of freshly excised tissues
(Boucher et al. 1986), Ieq is increased in CF as compared to normal. Rt did not differ
between the two groups in the baseline period. It is only after inhibition of the apical
membrane electrodiffusive Na+ conductance (by amiloride, Table 6) that a difference
in Rt becomes apparent.
Although we have not measured isotope fluxes across the cultured epithelial
barrier, the response to a Na+ channel blocker (amiloride) suggests that the basal
Ieq of normal cell cultures is dominated by Na± absorption. A residual Ieq is measured
when Na+ absorption is inhibited, e.g. during exposure to amiloride, in normal
cultures. This current probably reflects Cl- secretion because it is predominately
bumetanide-sensitive. A similar phenomenon has been seen in other non-CF airway
epithelia (Knowles, Murray, Shallal, Askin, Ranga, Gatzy & Boucher, 1984; Boucher
& Gatzy, 1983). The Ieq of CF cell cultures is largely (> 95%) amiloride-sensitive,
and therefore probably represents Na+ absorption. Consistent with this notion are
results from preliminary experiments that have shown that the transepithelial effects
of amiloride can be mimicked by luminal Na+ replacement. Thus, it appears that in
culture normal and CF cells retain not only the basal bioelectrical parameters but
also the pattern of responses to transport inhibitors observed in freshly excised
material (Boucher et al. 1986).
The ion transport response to a ,-agonist, isoprenaline, has also distinguished
freshly excised CF from normal tissues (Boucher et al. 1986). Accordingly, similar
protocols were performed in cultured cells (Fig. 9). The isoprenaline response in
normal tissues was typical of a Cl- secretory response, i.e. Ieq rapidly increased. The
'eq of CF cell cultures increased slowly and the entire Ieq was amiloride-sensitive.
These findings, together with the observations that isoprenaline increases Ieq in
normal but not CF tissues after amiloride (Table 4), indicate not only that the basal
rate of Na+ absorption is elevated in CF cell cultures, but also that the quantitatively
different response to fl-agonist exposure is retained in culture.
Under control conditions the intracellular voltage of normal cells was negative
with respect to both mucosal and serosal solutions (Table 1). In CF cultures the
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basolateral membrane voltage was always negative with respect to the serosal
bathing solutions; however, the voltage across the apical cell membrane ranged from
+ 22 to -46 mV (referenced to the mucosal bathing solution). 'Positive' voltage
steps across the apical cell membrane were typically seen when Vt was large
(> -40 mV).
Since epithelia have cellular and paracellular pathways in parallel with one
another, the possibility of intraepithelial current loops exists when tissues are
studied under open-circuit conditions. Consequently, the measured membrane
voltages alone provide little information about relative and absolute ionic
permeabilities across individual cell membranes. We have used two approaches to
gain insight into the relative permeabilities of the apical membrane to Cl- and Na+
in CF and normal cells: (1) voltage and resistance changes induced by pharmaco-
logical agents and by ion replacement experiments; and (2) estimation of zero-
current EMFs across the apical and basolateral cell membranes.
Pharmacological agents/ion substitution
A series of experiments was designed to evaluate the relative permselectivity of the
apical membrane of CF and normal cells for Na+ and Cl-. The experiments in which
luminal [Cl-] was reduced were done to examine the Cl- permselectivity of the apical
cell membrane. Replacement of Cl- with a less permeant anion (gluconate) would be
expected to depolarize Va if an electrodiffusive Cl- pathway were present.
Furthermore, this manoeuvre should increase the fractional resistance of the apical
membrane. Since both changes occurred (Table 2 and Fig. 4A), it is likely that the
apical membrane of cultured normal nasal cells contains an electrodiffusive Cl-
pathway. In contrast, the apical membrane voltage of CF cells was not depolarized
andfRa was not increased when luminal [Cl-] was reduced. Therefore, it appears that
cultured CF cells have a relatively small apical membrane Cl- conductance. The
changes induced by low luminal [Cl-] were qualitatively similar in the presence of
amiloride [added to reduce apical membrane Na+ conductance (GNa)]. Consequently,
failure to observe depolarization in Va of CF amiloride-pre-treated cells in response
to low luminal [Cl-] is not due to an absolute increase of GNa in the apical membrane
of CF epithelia. Furthermore, the failure to observe such a change appears unlikely
to reflect a voltage-sensitive Cl- conductance because before amiloride treatment
Va of CF cells was smaller than Va of normal cells, whereas in the presence of amiloride
Va of CF cells is larger than Va of normal cells. Consequently, it appears that like the
apical membrane of freshly excised tissues, the apical membrane of cultured CF cells
does not have a functional electrodiffusive Cl- pathway under baseline conditions
(Cotton et al. 1987).
The characteristic responses of canine trachea (a tissue capable of Cl- secretion (Al-
Bazzazz & Cheng, 1979; Welsh et al. 1982; Shorofsky et al. 1983)) to isoprenaline
(increase in Ieq' hyperpolarization of Vt, depolarization of Va, and a decrease in fRa
and Rt) were induced in amiloride-pre-treated normal cultures, but not CF cultures
(Table 4, Fig. 6). Isoprenaline pre-treatment enhanced the response of normal cells
to a decrease in luminal Cl- concentration (see Tables 2, 3 and 5, and Figs 4, 5 and
7). This effect of isoprenaline was not observed in CF cell cultures pre-treated with
amiloride. The failure of isoprenaline to increase apical membrane Cl- conductance
4-2
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does not result from an absence of adrenergic receptors, since isoprenaline
stimulates cyclic AMP production equally well in CF and normal cultured nasal
epithelial cells (Welsh & Liedtke, 1986; Murphy, Yankaskas, Stutts & Boucher,
1988).
The other major apical membrane electrodiffusive permeability of respiratory
epithelia is a Na+ conductance. Since amiloride completely inhibits Na+ absorption
in freshly excised CF and normal nasal epithelia (Knowles et al. 1983b; Cotton et al.
1987), sheep trachea (Cotton, Lawson, Boucher & Gatzy, 1983), rabbit trachea
(Boucher & Gatzy, 1983), and canine (Boucher & Gatzy, 1981) and human bronchi
(Knowles et al. 1984), we examined the effects of amiloride on cultured normal and
CF cells. In both CF and normal cell cultures the response to amiloride (a
hyperpolarization of V. and an increase in fRa) is compatible with inhibition of an
electrodiffusive Na+ conductance at the apical cell membrane. The absolute and
relative reduction in Ieqafter amiloride was greater in CF than normal cells (Table 6).
In addition, the absolute changes in Rt, Va, and fRa induced by amiloride were also
greater in CF cultures than in normal cell cultures. The combination of a greater
change in Rt (or G0) and a greater change in fRa implies a larger total apical
membrane Na+ conductance in CF as compared to normal cells. This interpretation
is consistent with data obtained from the equivalent circuit analysis (see below).
Equivalent circuit analysis
A second approach to an understanding of the relative permeabilities of the apical
barrier of CF and normal cells requires knowledge of the resistance and equivalent
electromotive force (EMF) across individual membranes. The resistances of apical
(Ra) and basolateral (Rb) membranes, and the paracellular pathways (R.) can be
calculated if either Ra or Rb alone can be altered with no change in R. (eqns 1-3). The
early response to isoprenaline (a decrease in Ra) has been used to calculate
membrane resistances in canine tracheal epithelium (Welsh et al. 1982). The response
to amiloride (an increase in Ra) has been widely used to calculate membrane
resistances in Na+-absorbing epithelia, e.g. toad urinary bladder (Reuss & Finn,
1974). It is likely that the initial effects after luminal exposure to amiloride are
limited to the apical cell membrane (i.e. the changes in membrane voltage and fRa
are rapid and monotonic). However, we attempted to evaluate the validity of this
assumption in three different ways: (1) analysis of parameters for each of the first six
current pulses after exposure to amiloride (6-42 s); (2) comparison of resistance
values calculated from exposure to amiloride and values calculated from exposure to
isoprenaline; and (3) comparison of the values of Rr calculated from circuit analysis
with values ofRt measured under conditions designed to increase the resistance of the
cellular path, i.e. amiloride and low Cl-. Although each of these approaches is
indirect, they each suggest (see Results) that the estimates of Ra, Ra Rb and R.
obtained from equivalent circuit analysis with amiloride are valid. Therefore, we
used the initial response to amiloride (12-24 s) to calculate Ra, Ra Rb, and RS for
fifteen normal cell cultures and eighteen CF cell cultures. The calculated resistance
values across apical and basolateral cell membranes of normal and CF cell cultures
are shown in Table 7.
The resistance RS) which represents the shunt path and, in this tissue, probably
too
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reflects largely the paracellular path, was not different in CF and normal cell
cultures. Rb tended to be smaller and R. tended to be greater in CF than normal
cultures. Both of these parameters varied directly with Ieq and because of the wide
range in basal Ieqs, no significant differences in CF and normal cells were detected
with the number of observations reported here. Because the amiloride-sensitive
conductance (1/Ba-/Ba,) is greater in CF (0-95 +012 mS cm-2, n = 18) than normal
cells (0-48 + 0-06 mS cm-2, n = 15), it appears likely that CF cells are characterized
by an absolute increase in an apical membrane Na+ conductive path. As evidence of
the relationship between Ieq and Ra, a positive correlation between amiloride-
sensitive conductance and leq was noted for both CF and normal cell cultures (Fig.
10). This suggests that, as in other Na+-absorbing epithelia such as rabbit urinary
bladder (Wills & Lewis, 1980), frog skin (Fuchs, Hviid Larsen & Lindemann, 1977),
and toad bladder (Reuss & Finn, 1974), the magnitude of the absorptive sodium flux
is probably determined by the permeability of the apical membrane to Na+.
Without knowledge of intracellular ion activities it is difficult to make quantitative
arguments about membrane permselectivity from calculated EMFs across the
membrane. Intracellular ion activities have not been reported in normal and CF cells
grown on collagen supports; however, the ionic concentrations of cells grown to
confluence on plastic dishes have been reported by Stutts et al. (1985). The values in
mequiv (1 cell water)-f were: normal cells, [Na+] = 47, [K+] = 115, [Cl-] = 62; CF
cells, [Na+] = 44, [K+] = 117, and [Cl-] = 57. The values of Ei, calculated from the
above concentrations are: normal cells, ENa =+27 mV, EK=-77 mV, and ECl =-
-17 mV; CF cells, ENa= +30 mV, EK=-78 mV, and Ec1=-19 mV. Since the
calculated values of Eb (Table 7) across normal and CF cells (-47 mV and -62 mV,
respectively) approach the estimates of EK (-77 mV and -78 mV for normal and
CF cells, respectively), it is likely that the basolateral cell membrane of both normal
and CF cells is largely K+ conductive. However, the existence of another basolateral
membrane conductance is likely, since Eb of both normal and CF cell cultures is
depolarized with respect to EK. The additional conductance could be contributed by
Na+, Cl-, or another ion (e.g. HCO3O). Alternatively, intracellular K+ activity may be
different from the values we have assumed.
The major apical membrane conductances characterized in respiratory epithelia
(e.g. canine trachea) are GNa and G0c (Shorofsky et al. 1983). Since E. of normal cells
(-22 mV) is hyperpolarized (cell interior negative) relative to either ENa (+ 27 mV)
or Ec1 (-17 mV), the membrane may be permeable to another ion(s) (with Ei more
negative than -29 mV) or the intracellular ion activities in these cells are different
from the values reported for normal nasal cells grown on a plastic substrate. Ea for
CF cells (+ 3 mV) is depolarized relative to Ec, (-19 mV) and EK (-78 mV), and
consequently may be more heavily determined by ENa (+ 30 mV). This is a finding
consistent with our results which suggest that the apical membrane of CF cells is
more Na+ permselective than that of normal cells. A more quantitative evaluation
will require measurements of intracellular ion activities of cells grown under
conditions similar to those employed in this study.
In summary, cultured nasal epithelial cells appear to retain many of the transport
characteristics observed in vivo and in freshly excised tissues. Both the Na+ and
Cl- transport abnormalities that have been described for CF respiratory epithelia in
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situ are retained in cells grown in culture, whereas no abnormalities of the
paracellular path in the culture preparations were detected. The apical membrane
Cl- permeability appears small in CF cells and is not activated by ,8-agonists. In
contrast, basal Na+ transport and the apical membrane Na+ conductance are
increased in CF cells. This combination of findings implies that CF reflects a defect
in epithelial function more complicated than a simple defect in Cl- permeability and
may reflect processes that control or co-ordinate the activation state of both apical
Cl- and Na+ channels.
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